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The Effects of Manning Levels on Maintenance 
Mechanisms and Rejection of a Deviate
"Psychology has been so busy selecting from, imposing upon, and 
rearranging the behavior of its  subjects that i t  has until very recently 
neglected to note behavior's clear structure when i t  is not molested by
i
tests, experiments, questionnaires, and interviews" (Barker, 1963, p. 24). 
This re la t ive ly  lucid scrutinization of behavior has been the major con­
cern of what is referred to as behavior setting or undermanning theory.
The original theory was derived from Barker (1960) and his extensive 
observations of the behavior settings within two towns. According to 
Barker (1968), a behavior setting is an ecobehavioral unit which is 
characterized by regularly occurring behavior patterns coordinated with 
the characteristics of the physical environment and occurring at a 
specifiable place and time. Behavior settings entail such places and 
ac tiv it ies  as piano lessons, baseball games, church services, and club 
meetings. Close inspection of these settings reveals that each f u l f i l l s  
the defin ition of a behavior setting. For instance, a baseball game 
occurs at a specified time, only within the confines of a baseball park.
I t  has regularly occurring ac tiv it ies  such as running, throwing, and 
selling peanuts. In addition, these a c tiv it ies  are coordinated with the 
location of the playing f ie ld ,  seats, and refreshment stand,
A significant distinction between occupants of behavior settings 
should be noted. Those occupants having a role of responsibility are 
referred to as performers, while those not occupying a set role are 
denoted as non-performers (Wicker, McGrath, & Armstrong, 1972). At a
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baseball game the players, coaches, manager, and concessionaires are the 
performers, while the fan in the stands fa lls  under the category of 
non-performer.
In Barker's (1960) observations of "Midwest," Kansas, U.S.A., and 
"Yoredale," Yorkshire, England he noted that Midwest had 1.2 times as 
many public behavior settings and 1.7 times as many performances as 
Yoredale. He also noted that the inhabitants of Midwest assumed per­
former roles three times as often as the ir  English counterparts.
Barker interpreted these findings as supportive of the notion that 
the inhabitants of the behavior settings had an active interest in main­
taining the setting, since they were afforded certain reinforcements for 
such maintenance. In the comparison of the two towns, he found the 
occupants of Midwest needing to occupy more positions of responsibility  
and to accept less competent residents in order to perpetuate the settings. 
He therefore labeled the settings in Midwest as undermanned, in relation  
to those in Yoredale. His general proposition was that behavior settings 
are capable of generating forces for the ir  own maintenance. In applica­
tion, undermanning theory suggests that having insuffic ient personnel 
results in the generation of forces on the inhabitants to maintain the 
setting. In Barker's terminology, the "claim" of the behavior setting 
on its  members is greater when the situation is undermanned. He hypo­
thesizes that this greater claim results in eleven different consequences 
for the inhabitants of undermanned settings. As set forth by Wicker 
(1973), these are:
1. Greater e ffo rt  to support the setting and its  functions, either  
by harder work or longer hours.
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2. Involvement in more d i f f ic u l t  and important tasks.
3. Participation in a greater diversity of roles and tasks.
4. Less sens itiv ity  to and less evaluation of differences between 
people.
5. A lower level of maximal or best performance.
6. Greater functional importance of individuals within the setting.
7. More responsibility in the sense that the setting and what
others gain from i t  depend on the individual occupant.
8. Viewing oneself and others in terms of task related charac­
te r is t ic s ,  rather than in terms of social-emotional characteristics.
9. Setting of lower standards and fewer tests for admission into the 
setting.
10. Greater insecurity about the eventual maintenance of the setting.
11. More frequent occurrences of success and fa ilu re ,  depending upon 
the outcome of the setting's functions.
The research which has been conducted testing these eleven assump­
tions has predominantly concerned i t s e l f  with the behavior and experi­
ences of people within organizations. I t  has been generally assumed that 
the degree of manning varies d irectly  with the size of the organization. 
Congruous with this assumption, Barker and Barker (1964), Gump and 
Friesen (1964a), Wicker (1969b), and Willems (1967) have a ll  found a 
general tendency to have more people per behavior setting in larger 
organizations.
Schools and churches are two types of organizations which have had 
an extensive amount of research directed toward them. In this line of 
investigation, Baird (1969), Barker and Hall (1964), Campbell (1964),
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Gump and Friesen (1964a), Wicker (1969a; 1969b), and Wicker and Mehler 
(1961) have found that members of small schools and churches enter a 
large number of d ifferent kinds of behavior settings and have more per­
formances in these settings than do members of larger organizations. 
Participants in studies conducted by Campbell (1964), and Gump and 
Friesen (1964b), Wicker (1968), Wicker and Mehler (1971), and Willems 
(1964; 1967) reported more experiences of involvement, challenge, and 
obligation to participate when they were from small schools and churches.
In addition, Wicker (1969b) found that members of small churches were 
more frequent attenders of worship services, spent more time in church, 
exhibited more approval of high levels of support for church a c t iv it ie s ,  
and donated a greater amount of money than did members of larger churches. 
Additional evidence for this line of research arises from the work of 
Wicker and Mehler (1971), Wicker and Kauma (.1972), and Wicker (1969b).
Directing attention toward community size, Barker (1964) and 
Barker and Lecompte (1964) demonstrated that participation in different  
school and community a c tiv it ie s  was negatively related to the size of 
the community. In addition, Wright (1969) and Lamm (1973) have in te r­
preted the results of the ir  studies as supporting the hypothesis that 
members of undermanned settings participate to a greater degree than 
individuals in overmanned settings.
As Wicker (1973) has elucidated, these studies have concerned them­
selves with degrees of manning within d ifferent organizations. Given 
the assumption that undermanning is more characteristic of behavior set­
tings in small organizations as opposed to those in large organizations, 
i t  follows that the inhabitants of the small organization behavior settings
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should exhibit the typical characteristics of occupants of undermanned 
behavior settings. The data which have been consistent with this 
proposition have been construed as substantiating the state of under- 
manning as the causal factor in the occurrence of the eleven consequences 
forwarded by Barker. A major flaw in this supportive research lies in 
the fact that i t  has a ll  been corre la tional. With such correlational 
designs, i t  is possible that the obtained results were due primarily to 
organizational size rather than the hypothesized degree of manning.
Another aspect of these studies is that the ir  primary concern has 
been with the construct of undermanning. No clear comparisons have been 
made between undermanning (UM), adequate manning (AM), and overmanning 
(OM). Wicker, McGrath, and Armstrong (1972) have proposed a system to 
define the continuum of manning. To comprehend the distinctions between 
under, over, and adequate (optimal) manning, the concepts of maintenance 
minimum, capacity, and applicants must be defined. Their meanings are as 
follows: the maintenance minimum consists of the minimum number of per­
sons required in order for the setting to be maintained; the number of 
persons which the setting can accommodate is the capacity; and the total 
number of persons who both seek to participate and meet the e l ig ib i l i t y  
requirements is referred to as the applicants. U tiliz in g  these three 
concepts, the d ifferent degrees of manning can now be defined. When the 
number of applicants is below the maintenance minimum, the setting is 
defined as UM. In the case where the number of applicants is above the 
capacity, the setting is OM. But i f  the number of applicants fa lls  
between the maintenance minimum and the capacity, the setting is referred 
to as AM.
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Wicker, McGrath, and Armstrong (1972) assume that the conditions of 
over and undermanning are unstable states which move towards adequate 
manning. In the case of overmanning the resultant pressures serve to 
reduce the number of applicants or increase the capacity. In contrast, 
the undermanned state results in forces which tend to increase the number 
of applicants or reduce the scope of the setting.
In Barker's 1960 exposition of undermanning, he did not specify the 
nature of the forces which behavior settings generate when they are 
threatened by undermanning. But in a la te r  a r t ic le  (Barker, 1968), he 
presented an information processing feedback model to describe the forces 
that are generated when a behavior setting is threatened by abolition. 
Within this a r t ic le  he made a two-fold distinction concerning the forces 
which he termed maintenance mechanisms. The employment of one type 
eliminates the interfering conditions, while the usage of the other 
modifies or counteracts the inappropriate circumstances. The mechanisms 
are referred to as veto and deviation-countering mechanisms, respectively.
Barker contended that the occupants of a behavior setting are sensi­
tive to any event which may disrupt the setting or endanger its  goals.
For instance, the manager of a baseball team notes that the centerfielder  
is loafing, which does not coincide with his goals for the team. The 
manager may employ one of two maintenance mechanisms to a llev ia te  the 
threatening situation. He may bring the undesirable behavior to the 
attention of the centerfielder and convince him to put forth more e ffo rt  
(deviation-countering mechanism), or he may place the player on the bench 
(vetoing mechanism). I f  these attempts are successful the team functions 
as i t  normally does and presumably wins games.
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In re la t in g  these notions to degrees of manning, Barker (1968) 
states that AM and UM settings have coinciding behavior patterns.
However, there is a difference in that the undermanning setting has a 
smaller number of occupants to accomplish the required behaviors. Over 
a period of time, the UM setting has more and more instances of task 
fa i lu re ,  as compared to AM settings. These inadequacies are recognized 
and reacted to with maintenance mechanisms. In contrast, since AM 
settings have a lesser magnitude of deficiencies, they do not enter an 
identical sequence of mechanism u ti l iza t io n  as often.
Barker (1968) further postulated that the type of maintenance 
mechanism employed is a function of the degree of manning found in the 
setting. Vetoing mechanisms are more characteristic of AM settings, 
since the costs involved in replacing the deviant are usually less than 
the expenses incurred in modifying his behavior. In contrast, the UM 
setting usually e l ic i ts  deviation countering mechanisms because the cost 
of replacing a deviant or maintaining the setting with a lesser amount 
of inhabitants is greater than the price of modifying the behavior of 
the deviant. The result of this d iffe ren tia l occurrence of maintenance 
mechanisms is a difference in the prevailing direction of forces within 
the two types of settings. In the instance of UM, the forces are 
directed inward in that the inadequate components are retained. Thus, 
the deviation countering flows are discriminative since the inhabitants 
of the setting are accepted, while the ir  deviant attributes are not.
Within AM settings, the deficient occupant is often ejected from the 
setting. Here the forces are directed outward and there is no discrimina­
tion between the person and his deviant behavior.
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Ultimately, Barker (1968) arrived at a series of comparisons con­
cerning the degree of manning in a setting. He proposed that inhabi­
tants of UM settings, as compared to those in AM settings, are more 
l ik e ly  to engage in: 1) More program actions 2) More varied program 
actions 3) More maintenance actions 4) More varied maintenance actions 
5) Stronger maintenance actions 6) More deviation countering actions 
7) Fewer vetoing maintenance actions 8) More induced maintenance actions.
These eight distinctions are "the primary behavior differences 
between UM and AM settings" (Barker, 1968, p. 192). Supportive evidence 
for these eight hypotheses arises from a study conducted by Willems 
(1964). In this research, students from a number of small and one large 
high school were asked to indicate the ir  reasons for attending certain 
extracurricular a c t iv it ie s .  Students were labeled as regular or 
marginal, depending on the ir  grades, IQs, and social class. Marginal 
students were defined as having below average grades and intelligence, 
plus being from re la tive ly  lower class families than regular students.
In addition to the class d istinction, regular students also had average 
or better IQs and grades. Willems' results showed the small school 
students received twice as many pressures to participate compared with 
students from larger schools. Additionally, marginal students within 
the smaller schools received almost the same amount of pressures as 
students from the same school who were classified as regular. While in 
the larger schools i t  was found that marginal students had only one 
fourth as many pressuring behaviors directed towards them.
Wicker and Mehler (1971) also o ffer support for the notion that 
inward forces are more prevalent in undermanned settings. In comparing
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new members of a large church to new members of a small church, they 
found the large church members receiving only one half as many in v ita ­
tions to be accompanied to various church events. Plus, the new members 
of the smaller churches found themselves inviting  other members to 
participate three times as often as the new members of the larger churches.
More recently, Pence and Taylor (1978) have observed that dropout 
rate, which was u til ized  as an index of vetoing mechanisms, correlated 
+.58 with school size. In addition, manning correlated -.40  with the 
percent of seniors planning to attend college.
Again, a l l  supportive evidence is restricted to studies of large 
and small organizations. I t  is apparent that undermanning research is 
in great need of studies which concern themselves with a finer level of 
analysis than organizational size. Up to the present there have been 
only a modicum of studies employing such methods.
Wicker (1968) made comparisons of the experiences of students from 
f ive  d ifferent high schools. The subjective experiences probed were the 
feelings of competence, challenge, responsibility, and hard work.
Several types of behavior settings within the schools were observed, 
with the degree of manning calculated by dividing the number of per­
formers by the number of attenders. The findings indicated that:
(a) There was a greater degree of undermanning for a ll  but one behavior 
setting in smaller schools, (b) Within small and large schools, the 
kinds of settings varied in degree of manning, (c) Within schools of 
comparable size, the subjective experience of students varied with d i f ­
ferent degrees of manning (feelings of responsibility, competence, e tc . ,  
were reported more frequently in undermanned settings), (d) When the
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performer-non-performer differences were controlled, the small-large 
school differences disappeared.
A second study concerned with sub-organizational levels was a 
laboratory study conducted by Petty and Wicker (1971). The subjects 
involved were randomly assigned to work on a task in groups of two or 
three people. The task entailed driving a slot car around a c ircular  
track. The task was structured for optimal performance with three 
people, but two could perform i t  sa tis fac to rily . Upon completion of 
the task, subjects were instructed to f i l l  out a questionnaire based on 
a number of consequences of occupying UM settings. During the time which 
the subjects were completing the questionnaire, a confederate arrived 
posing as a la te  subject. The non-punctual subject was then given a 
chance to practice driving the car with the other members. During this 
practice, the confederate's performance was rather awkward. The original 
members of the group were then requested to decide secretly whether or 
not they desired the confederate to be a part of the ir  group for a sub­
sequent t r i a l .  I t  was found that members of undermanned groups were 
more l ik e ly  to accept the experimental accomplice. I t  was also noted 
that members of UM groups had more feelings of involvement, importance, 
responsibility , and competence. Divergent from expectations, the sub­
jects in both conditions set the same standards for admission of a new­
comer to the group, plus there was no difference in confidence ratings 
of other group members on task-related and personality-related charac­
te r is t ic s .  Although this study concerns a behavior setting rather than 
an organizational unit, i t  is imperative to note that causal inferences 
concerning the effects of degrees of manning cannot be established since
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manning conditions were confounded by the size of the groups.
Hanson and Wicker (1973) also conducted a study u t i l iz in g  the same 
task as Petty and Wicker (1971). Improving on the e a r l ie r  design, they 
isolated the variables of group size and degree of manning. This was 
achieved through variation of both size of the group and d if f ic u lty  of 
the task. Task d if f ic u lty  was manipulated by varying the number of 
obstacles located along the track. While Petty and Wicker (1971) looked 
at UM and AM groups, Hanson and Wicker (1973) examined AM and OM groups. 
Paralleling e a r lie r  findings, Hanson and Wicker (1973) found no d i f ­
ferences in stated admission requirements due to degrees of manning. 
Petty explains this by appealing to what Coleman and Hammen (1974) refer  
to as operative and conceived values. Operative values are those which 
are related to actual behavior, while conceived values are those coin­
ciding with id ea lis t ic  notions. Petty remarks that stated requirements
are probably based on conceived values, while the overt behavior of 
acceptance is based on operative values. This explanation is based on 
Petty and Wicker's (1971) finding that UM groups were more accepting of 
a newcomer, although the ir  stated requirements did not d if fe r  from AM 
groups.
Hanson and Wicker (1973) also looked at the same subjective experi­
ences as Petty and Wicker (1971), but the ir  results were somewhat ambigu­
ous and not comparable to those found in the former study. Therefore,
the possibility  exists that the differences between UM and AM groups do
not parallel those differences existing between AM and OM groups.
A fourth and final study which has examined manning at the sub- 
organizational level was carried out by Wicker and Kirmeyer (1977).
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Again, the slot car task was employed, but a l l  three conditions of 
manning were included in the design. Degree of manning was again mani­
pulated by varying the number of obstacles on the track. As predicted 
from undermanning theory, the feelings of being needed, expending e f fo r t ,  
importance, e tc . ,  were most characteristic of UM groups, followed by 
AM groups, and la s t ly ,  OM groups.
Wicker (1973) suggested that three basic questions be examined over 
the continuum of manning conditions, one of which was verbal interaction  
patterns. Specifica lly , Wicker was interested in comments which are 
directed towards behavior modification and elimination of group p a r t ic i ­
pants. The present study sought to investigate this question by examining 
the behavior and subjective experiences of groups varying in degrees of 
manning. The general problem investigated was whether there is a causal 
relationship between the degree of manning of a setting and the type of 
maintenance mechanisms which are implemented.
In l ig h t of the focus on maintenance mechanisms, a general discus­
sion of conformity l i te ra tu re  seems in order. Since conformity is 
generally rewarded by the group and deviancy is punished, i t  is not sur­
prising that the general tendency is toward conformity to group norms. 
Conformity is a factor which produces order in group processes. I f  mem­
bers did not exhibit certain degrees of conformity, there would be no 
means of predicting other group members' behavior.
Evidently, not a l l  group members exhibit the same degree of con­
formity to group norms. In an instance of deviance, other members 
usually apply some sort of sanction. Homans (1950) and Roethlisberger 
and Dickson (1939) have noted that members of work groups establish
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production norms which are adhered to by most group members. However, 
when a laborer does deviate from the norm, his behavior e l ic i ts  verbal 
rid icule and/or other forms of sanction. Such sanctions or maintenance 
mechanisms are also documented by Schacter (1951) and Freedman and Doob 
(1968).
In the Schacter study, newly formed clubs were asked to discuss and 
arrive at a consensus regarding the treatment of a delinquent boy. 
Schacter had one confederate in each group take the same position as the 
majority of group members and another deviate from this normative posi­
tion. During the discussion, he observed a re la tive ly  sparse amount of 
communication directed at non-deviates, as compared to deviates. Fol­
lowing the discussion period, each individual made written nominations 
for various committee assignments and also indicated which members they 
would like  to see transferred to other clubs. The results indicated that 
the deviant was more often nominated for the less prestigious of the 
committees, while the converse was true for the conforming confederate. 
The second means of assessment indicated that the individual members 
demonstrated a greater propensity to reject the deviate compared to the 
modal confederate. Supporting Schacter’ s work, Freedman and Doob (1968) 
found conforming group members nominating themselves for pleasant tasks 
and deviants for those tasks of an unpleasant nature.
A reasonable explanation of these conformity pressures arises from 
Festinger's (1950) group locomotion hypothesis. Festinger maintains 
that conformity is a factor which fa c il ita te s  the group's movement or 
locomotion toward some goal. There are many situations in which con­
tinued deviancy is disruptive of the group's completion of its  task.
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For instance, the center-fie lder who is loafing is l ik e ly  to conform to 
the pressures generated by other members of the setting since conforming 
w ill  contribute to the group goal of winning.
According to undermanning theory, re la t ive ly  OM groups are more 
l ik e ly  to u t i l iz e  vetoing mechanisms, while re la t iv e ly  LIM groups should 
demonstrate a greater propensity to employ deviation countering mechanisms. 
The small group communication research supports this basic tenet of 
undermanning theory. In l igh t of the Schacter (1951) and Freedman and 
Doob (1968) studies, one might predict that group members would tend to 
place a deviate in a position of low status. Tying this to undermanning 
theory, i t  is hypothesized that an undermanned group w ill  be less l ik e ly  
than an overmanned group to place the deviate in a low status position.
This is due to the excessive degree of inward forces within an under­
manned setting. Comparatively, overmanned groups are characterized by 
outward forces which would tend to enhance the group's propensity to 
place the deviate in a low status position.
Statement of Hypotheses
Drawing upon the reviewed research, one general and a number of 
subsidiary hypotheses were proposed.
1. Occupants of UM groups w ill  perceive the ir  role as being of 
greater importance than individuals within AM and OM groups,
2. Occupants of UM groups w il l  perceive themselves as p a r t ic i ­
pating to a greater degree than individuals within AM and OM 
groups.
3. Occupants of UM groups w il l  perceive the ir  expended e ffo rt  as 
being greater than individuals within AM and OM groups.
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4. Undermanned groups w ill  demonstrate the lowest level of per­
formance during the practice session, followed by AM and OM 
groups.
5. Those groups with a deviate w il l  spend a greater amount of 
time communicating during a discussion period than those groups 
without a deviating accomplice.
6. On a continuum ranging from under to overmanned groups, those 
groups with a lesser degree of manning w il l  exhibit a greater 
propensity to employ deviation-countering mechanisms. Con­
versely, those groups with greater degrees of manning w ill  
demonstrate a wider use of vetoing mechanisms than groups with 
lesser degrees of manning. This w ill be exhibited by the 
deviate being nominated to a position of lesser importance in 
OM groups, followed by AM and UM groups, respectively.
Method
Subjects
Subjects were solic ited from undergraduate psychology courses at 
the University of Nebraska at Omaha. All subjects received extra credit 
in th e ir  respective courses for the ir  participation in the study. The 
180 subjects participated in groups of four, but of these, one subject 
was always a confederate. Thus, there were 60 groups of four individu­
als. All group members wore a tag, denoting them as member A, B, C, 
or D. In each experimental session, the confederate's le t te r  identity  
was the le t te r  D. Since no previous undermanning studies report d i f ­
ferentia l results based on gender, the present study u til ized  only 
females in hopes of increasing the degree of homogeneity of task
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performance. Two female confederates were u t i l ize d  in order to avoid 
effects due to individual idiosyncracies. Each confederate participated  
equally in a l l  experimental conditions.
Apparatus
The major piece of equipment was an Aurora slot car k i t  (Model 2105), 
consisting of a track, hand held trigger controls, and slot cars. The 
track was erected on a table approximately one meter o f f  the ground.
The track was approximately 10 meters in length. I t  was set up in the 
form of a symmetrical el ipse with banked curves to increase task d i f ­
f ic u lty  (see Appendix A). A stopwatch was employed for timing and 
lim iting  the discussion and practice sessions. A number of small wooden 
blocks served as barriers along the track.
Procedure
All subjects were instructed to have a seat outside the experimental 
room until a l l  four were present. They were then escorted into the room, 
and given the following directions:
You w ill  be participating in a study which concerns group task 
performance. The task you as a group w ill  perform is the driving 
of a slot car around this track, as quickly as possible. There 
are a number of d ifferent jobs that are to be performed in order 
to accomplish the task. There w il l  be one person driving the car 
while being blindfolded, and the other members of the group must 
remove and replace the barriers located along the track each time 
the car approaches. I f  the car leaves the track due to h itting  
a barrier or excessive speed, the crewmembers are responsible for 
replacing i t  on the track at the same point where i t  in i t i a l ly
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l e f t  the track. I f  the car becomes stalled or fa i ls  to move the 
crewmember may give i t  a shove to in i t ia te  forward movement. In 
addition, the crewmembers may direct verbal feedback toward the 
driver, concerning the speed and location of the car. Are there 
any questions concerning the nature of the task?
Upon answering any questions, the experimenter demonstrated how the 
hand-throttle controls the speed of the car, how the barriers were to 
be removed and replaced, and how the car was to be positioned in the 
proper slot in order fo r  i t  to function properly. Again, any questions 
concerning the operation of the apparatus were answered. The group was 
then told:
Before we actually begin, you w il l  each have a chance to practice 
the task. Since there are four group members, there w il l  be four- 
two minute practice sessions, giving each person the opportunity 
to drive the car for one practice session. In order to identify  
each of you, here are alphabetically labeled tags. Person A w ill  
be the driver on the f i r s t  practice session, Person B on the 
second, and so on. When Person A is driving, Persons B, C, and 
D w ill  act as crewmembers.
(UM groups were told) Each crewmember w ill  be responsible for  
removing and replacing two consecutive barriers.
(AM groups were told) Each crewmember w il l  be responsible for one 
barrier.
(OM groups were told) Each crewmember should position yourself 
along the track as you best see f i t  and divide up the responsibili­
ties accordingly. You need not use a l l  group members to remove
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the barriers.
I t  was important that the confederate always drove last in order to 
l im it  her performance level to that of the naive subjects. After a ll  
members had served as driver, the experimenter calculated the group's 
average number of laps per minute. Then the group members were told:
The average number of laps which each driver completed was ( X ) .
This is equal to (X) per minute. Before in it ia t in g  the actual 
task, you must predict how many laps your group can achieve in 
ten minutes. Your prediction should be based on a group consen­
sus. I f  the predicted number of laps is not accomplished, the 
number of laps below the predicted number w il l  be subtracted from 
the total number of laps accomplished. I f  you fin ish the pre­
dicted number of laps before the ten minutes is up you w ill  be 
penalized one lap for every two completed over that predicted num­
ber. Thus, the object of your task is to predict the maximum 
number of laps you can achieve in exactly ten minutes. I t  is to 
your advantage to come up with the highest total number of laps 
when corrected for penalties because the group that has the highest 
score at the end of this study w il l  receive $5 apiece for winning 
the competition. Therefore, try  to obtain the highest number of 
laps as possible by matching your prediction with your actual 
results. You w ill  have five  minutes to arrive upon a decision.
I f  you arrive at a decision before the a llo tted  time has passed, 
inform me immediately by stating, "We're finished." As a reminder, 
in the practice t r ia ls  your average number of laps per minute has 
been ( X_).
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At the onset of the discussion, the stopwatch was turned on in order to 
time the length or l im it  the duration of the discussion session. At 
the termination of the discussion, the experimenter recorded the elapsed 
time and informed the group members:
Before actually performing the task at hand, a short questionnaire 
needs to be completed. The purpose of the questionnaire is to 
assess your opinions and attitudes concerning the practice sessions 
which you just performed. This w ill help us interpret your actual 
task scores. In addition, you must be assigned to perform d i f ­
ferent jobs. I t  is not necessary to have a ll  four people involved 
in the task. Thus, you may vote to have you or another group member 
be an observer to the task. I want you to te l l  me who you wish to 
be the driver, the crewmembers, and i f  you want an observer. Your 
votes w il l  determine who is to hold these jobs. Do note that your 
responses to both sections of the questionnaire w il l  be held in 
s tr ic t  confidentia lity . I w il l  only inform you of who is to take 
which positions, but not how many votes any person received.
Once a l l  questionnaires had been completed and returned, the subjects 
were debriefed (see Appendix D) and dismissed.
Design and Independent Variables
Two independent variables were manipulated within a 3 x 2 factorial 
design. The f i r s t  manipulation was the degree of manning. UM refers to 
the case where there were six barriers along the track and only three 
group members to remove them. Although the number of members is not 
below the maintenance minimum, the number of tasks ju s t i f ie s  a label of 
undermanning re la tive  to the other conditions. The AM situation consisted
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of three obstacles along the length of the track, providing each member 
with one task per lap. In the case of OM, two obstacles were used.
This manipulation le f t  one group member without a specific task. (See 
Appendix A). I t  is imperative to note that the manipulations involved 
the number of tasks, rather than group size.
A second manipulation concerned the role which the confederate 
assumed. In one ha lf  of the groups the confederate took a modal role. 
That is ,  she closely adhered to the group's prediction norm. In other 
instances, the confederate took the role of a deviate. When assuming 
this role , she disagreed with other group members and informed them that 
she f e l t  the group could achieve one th ird  more laps than the original 
norm.
Dependent Variables
Six measures of subjective experience were obtained from subjects. 
Subjects were asked to rate on a 9-point bipolar scale the ir  subjective 
experiences of working hard vs. not working hard, responsibility vs. 
non-responsibility, unimportance vs. importance, expended e ffo rt  vs. 
non-expended e f fo r t , participation vs. non-participation, and being 
needed vs. not being needed. Smaller numerical scores were associated 
with greater degrees of the subjective experience listed f i r s t  on each 
of the aforementioned scales.
The post-discussion questionnaire (Appendix C) also provided a 
ballo t whereby individuals could nominate other group members for one of 
the three positions. The hierarchical order of roles from highest to 
lowest was driver, crewmember, and observer, respectively.
Another dependent variable, the number of laps accomplished
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( performance) , was objectively measured by counting how many times the 
car went around the track in the specified time period. The track’ s 
length was premeasured and divided into halves so that the group's per­
formance could be rounded to the nearest half.
F inally , the length of communication was assessed by measuring the 
amount of time i t  took for the group to arrive at a consensual or majority 
decision.
Results
The data were analyzed with groups as the unit of analysis, Thus/ 
the dependent variable scores were group means determined by averaging 
the scores of the three naive subjects within each group.
Manipulation Checks
The manipulation check for the deviate/mode condition was based on 
the groups deviating-conforming rating of the confederate. On a scale 
ranging from 1 to 9, higher scores indicated greater degrees of devia­
t io n . As shown in Table 1, analysis of variance revealed that the 
individuals within the groups perceived the experimental accomplice as 
significantly  less conforming when taking the deviate role (M = 5.70) 
than when the confederate played the role of the mode (M -  3 .98),
F (l,54 ) = 17.98, £  < .001.
Insert Table 1 here
Self Perceptions
As expected, groups perceived themselves as more important in UM 
settings (M = 5 .85), than in AM settings (M = 5 .28), and s t i l l  less 
important in 0M settings (M = 4 .98), F(2,54) = 4.78, £  < .01. A subsequent
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Table 1










Total 59 181.39 3.07
Manning (M) 2 0.27 0.13 0.05
Role (R) 1 44.51 44.51 i—> 00 *
MR 2 2.94 1.47 0.59
Residual 54 133.67 2.48
*£. < .001
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Tukey test indicated a significant difference (£ < .05) between the 0M 
and the other two groups.
Manning had an effect on expended e f fo r t , F(2,54) = 5.99, £  < .01. 
The group mean ratings of the ir  expended e ffo rt  for the task were 4.00, 
5.37, and 4.98, respectively, for UM, AM, and 0M conditions. Again, a 
Tukey test was performed, which resulted in only one significant d i f ­
ference (£ < .05), that between the UM and AM groups.
Contrary to predictions, manning did not exhibit a main effect on a 
number of self-perception variables. Persons within groups with lower 
manning levels did not perceive themselves harder working, F(2,54) = 
2.71, n .s . ,  nor did groups participating in lesser manned conditions 
view th e ir  degree of responsibi1i ty  as s ign ificantly  greater, F(2,54) = 
0.81, n.s. In addition, manning levels did not affect the degree to 
which groups rated the ir  participation level on the task, F(2,54) -  
2.95, n.s. F inally , groups did not manifest any greater perception of 
being needed in the lesser manned conditions, F (2 ,54) = 0.37, n.s.
Task Performance
As predicted, manning s ign ificantly  affected the mean number of 
laps accomplished by the groups, F(2,54) = 5.99, £  < .01 (see Table 2). 
The mean number of laps accomplished was greatest for 0M groups (M = 
15.31), followed by AM (M = 15.03), and UM groups (M = 13.19). Addi­
tional analyses revealed the only significant difference (£ < .05) was 
between UM and the additional separate conditions.
Insert Table 2 here
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Table 2
Analysis of Variance Summary of Groups'









Total 59 301.67 5.11
Manning (M) 2 53.05 26.53 5.99*
Role (R) 1 7.07 7.07 1.59
MR 2 2.67 1.33 0.30
Residual 54 238.88 4.42
* £ <  .01
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Decision Time
I t  was i n i t i a l l y  hypothesized that groups with a deviating con­
federate would take a longer time to reach a decision, than those without 
a deviant accomplice. The data gathered supported this prediction, 
with the mean decision time for deviate and modal groups being 4.35 and 
1.99 minutes, respectively. Table 3 demonstrates that the main effect  
for role of the confederate was s ign ificant, F(2,54) = 72.82, £ <  .001,
Insert Table 3 here
Voting
Voting behavior of naive subjects was scrutinized in a variety of 
modes. Although not a l l  differences attained proper significance levels, 
a number of them did meet this crite rio n . Since voting data were assumed 
to be equal interval measurements, an analysis of variance was judged to 
be appropriate.
The role which the confederate assumed had a s ignificant effect on 
whether groups voted for the accomplice as driver, F (l,54 ) = 14.16,
£  < .001. When deviating from the group norm, the confederate received 
an average of .1 votes per group, while within modal conditions she 
received .9 votes per group. The maximal amount of votes which a con­
federate could receive was three per group.
Nomination of the confederate as crewmember was s ign ificantly  
affected by both role of the confederate and level of manning. The main 
effect of manning led to the confederate receiving an average of 2.3 
votes in UM conditions, 2.6 in AM conditions, and 1.7 in OM groups,
F(2,54) = 5.76, £  < .01. A subsequent Tukey test indicated that the
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Table 3










Total 59 150.87 2.56
Manning (M) 2 5.14 2.56 2.25
Role (R) 1 82.96 82.96 72.82*
MR 2 1.27 0.63 0.56
Residual 54 61.51 1.14
*£  < .001
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only significant difference was between the AM and OM conditions.
The means of the number o f  votes the confederate received for crew- 
member in the deviate and non-deviate conditions, respectively, were 
2.50 and 1.90. An analysis of variance on these data revealed a sig­
n ificant effect due to the confederate's ro le , F (l,54 ) = 7.40, £  < .01.
An analysis of variance revealed a s ignificant effect for manning 
on the number of votes the confederate received for observer, F(2,54) = 
6.94, £  < .01. The mean number of votes each confederate received for  
observer, from each group in the under, adequate, and overmanned con­
ditions were, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.65, respectively. A follow-up Tukey 
test found no significant difference between the UM and AM group means, 
while the difference between these separate groups and the mean for 0M 
groups was significant (£ < .05).
In addition to the main e ffec t, a s ignificant two-way interaction  
of role x manning was found, F(.2,54) = 3.56, £  < .05 (see Table 4).
As expected, the confederate in the OM-deviate condition received the 
greatest number of votes for this position, The average number of votes 
the confederate received in each condition were as follows: (a) UM-
deviate = 0 .1 0  (b) UM-mode = 0.10 (c) AM-deviate = 0.10 (d) AM-mode =
0.20 (e) OM-deviate = 1,00 ( f )  OM-mode = 0 .3 0  (see Figure 1). S ta tis ­
t ic a l  analysis showed that a l l  differences were insignificant except 
between the overmanned deviate group and the other five conditions, £  < .05.
Insert Table 4 and Figure 1 here
All votes for the confederate were combined to y ie ld  a composite 
voting score. The numerical weights assigned to each vote were as such:
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance Summary for Confederate 









Total 59 20.60 0.35
Manning (M) 2 3.70 1.85
•If
6.94
Role (R) 1 0.60 0.60 2.25
RM 2 1.90 0.95
"If «|f
3.56
Residual 54 14.40 0.27
■If
£  < .01 
* *£  < .05
ff


























Figure 1. Average number of votes received by confederate for observer 
position as a function of manning.
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3 points-driver; 2 points-crewmember; 4nd 1 point-observer. The role of 
the confederate was found to have a sign ificant main effect on this 
variable, F (l,54 ) = 12.94, £ <  ,0.01, The expressed means were 5.70 for  
deviates, and 6.70 for modes.
Another dependent variable was the number of instances where the 
majority (.2 or more) of the naive subjects nominated the confederate for 
the position of observer. Manning had a main effect upon this variable,
F(2,54) = 4.80, £■< .01. The means for the under, adequate, and over­
manned groups, respectively, were 0.00, 0,00, and 0,20, As suspected, 
further analysis revealed that the only s ignificant difference was 
between overmanned and the individual remaining two conditions, £  < .05.
Although the number of instances when a majority nominated the 
confederate as observer occurred within the deviate condition, the in te r ­
action effect of manning x role was demonstrated to be insignificant, 
F(2,54) = 1.2.
Confederate Evaluations
Mean ratings for groups were determined for the dimensions of 
1ik ing, helpfulness, s in cer ity , talkativeness, competence, and deviation. 
The difference between these mean scores for a l l  naive participants and 
the average scores of the deviate and modal confederates were then 
computed. An analysis of variance was performed to determine whether 
the role of the confederate had a significant effect on these perceptions.
The results indicated that the role of the confederate had a sig­
n ificant effect on the degree of lik ing  manifested toward the confederate 
F(.1,54) - 4.55, £  < .05. The average difference score obtained for 
modes was .24, while for deviates i t  was .79. Thus, the deviate was
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liked to a lesser degree than the modal accomplice.
The dimension of rated he!pfulness was also affected by the role 
manipulation. The means of the difference scores were .58 and -0.11, 
respectively, for deviates and modes. An analysis of variance showed 
the difference between means to be s ign ificant, F(.l,54) = 10.68, £ <  ,01. 
Thus, the mode was viewed as substantially more helpful than the deviate.
Another dependent variable on which the role manipulation had a 
significant main effect was s incerity , F(1,54) = 3.71, £  < .05. The 
respective means for deviates and non-deviates were .36 and - .02 . Again, 
the deviate was viewed in more negative terms than was the mode.
As mentioned in the manipulation checks section, deviancy was sig­
n if ican tly  effected by the role manipulation, F (l,54 ) = 29.79, £ <  .001. 
As would be expected, the modal. confederate was rated as s ignificantly  
less deviating (M = 0.05) than the confederate taking a deviant role 
(M = 1.79).
The role of the confederate produced no main effect on either of 
the following attributions: a) Groups did not discern any significant
difference between the talkativeness of the two types of confederates, 
F(.l,54) = 1.46, n.s. b) Groups did not discriminate any significant  
discrepancy between the competency of the confederates, F(1,54) = 0.13, 
n.s.
Voting on the Basis of Discrepancy Scores
Groups' ratings of the confederates on the perceived t ra its  of 
l ik in g , helpfulness, s incer ity , talkativeness, and competence were summed 
and compared with the same index obtained from the perceptions o f  other 
naive participants. The difference between the two indices was analyzed
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by dichotomizing the confederates' scores at the ir  median level of dis­
crepancy from the other subjects' index. On this basis, confederate 
scores were classified as highly sim ilar to the naive participants or 
highly discrepant from them.
An analysis of variance revealed that this discrepancy score had a 
main effect on the composite voting score each confederate received,
FCl,48) = 4.28, £  < .05. I t  was found that highly discrepant confederates 
received a lower composite voting score (M = 5.83) than did the ir  
counterparts who were perceived as less discrepant (M = 6 .57).
In addition, as shown in Table 5, there was a s ignificant two-way 
interaction effect of role x discrepancy, F(1,48) = 6.23, £  < .05, on
the composite voting score. The computed means were 5.67, 5.72, 7.17, /
j
and 6.00, respectively, for the. conditions of low discrepancy-deviate, 
high discrepancy-deviate, low discrepancy-mode, and high discrepancy­
mode. A Tukey test revealed that only the low discrepancy-modal con-
*
federate received a s ign ificantly  (£ < .05) higher composite voting 
score than the other three groups.
Insert Table 5 here
Discussion
Barker's (1960, 1968) theory of undermanning asserts that the degree 
of responsibility derived or assumed by a member of a behavior setting  
w ill  vary inversely with the degree of manning in the setting. When a 
setting is re la tive ly  undermanned, participants tend to emit a variety  
of behaviors to maintain the setting. In contrast, when the setting is 
overmanned the demands experienced by the members are of a lesser
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Table 5










Total 59 85.60 1.45
Manning (M) 2 2.72 1.36 1.33
Role (R) 1 11.39 11.39 11.17
Discrepancy (D) 1 4.36 4.36 4.28*
MR 2 6.71 3.36 3.29
MD 2 0.03 0.01 0.01
RD 1 6.35 6.35 6.23*
MDR 2 2.05 1.02 1.00
Residual 48 48.93 1.45
*£  < .05
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magnitude, leading to lesser degrees of maintenance responsibilities.
This hypothesis is but one of Barker's (1960) eleven original 
hypotheses. Of these, the present study attempted to gather support for 
four specific hypotheses. The in i t ia l  hypothesis tested was that mem­
bers of re la t ive ly  undermanned settings perceive themselves as being 
more important than those who participate in re la t iv e ly  overmanned 
settings. Congruent with the hypothesis, the present study found that 
individuals within 0M groups perceived themselves as less important than 
the occupants of either AM or UM groups.
The second hypothesis stated that undermanned groups would perceive 
themselves as participating to a greater degree as compared to over­
manned groups. The results did not. offer any support for this hypothesis, 
since no significant difference, was found across groups.
The fina l hypothesis concerning setting occupants' subjective 
experiences was that lesser manned groups would perceive themselves as 
expending more e ffo rt  than those groups exposed to conditions of greater 
manning. The results supported this prediction to a certain degree. 
Although UM setting groups saw themselves as expending s ign ificantly  
more e ffo rt  than groups within AM settings, the perceptions of groups 
in 0M settings did not s ign ificantly  d if fe r  from either alternative  
condition.
Turning from subjective experience to measured performance, i t  
was posited that UM groups would demonstrate the lowest level of per­
formance, followed by AM and 0M groups, respectively. The results 
conformed to this hypothesis. UM groups performed at a s ign ificantly  
lower level than did groups within the other two manning conditions.
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Another hypothesis was that groups with a deviate member would take 
a longer time to arrive at a decision than those groups without a devi­
ate. The results supported this hypothesis. Groups containing deviates 
took over twice as much time to arrive at a decision, as those groups 
with a modal confederate. Thus, i t  appears that groups were discriminati 
between modes and deviates which lead to more or less verbal interaction  
depending on the position taken by the confederate.
The final and major hypothesis of the present study arises from a 
number of Barker's 1968 contentions. That is ,  on a continuum ranging 
from under to overmanned groups, those with greater degrees of manning 
w ill  employ vetoing mechanisms to a greater extent. This should result 
in the deviate being nominated to hold a less central position in set­
tings with greater degrees of manning. A number of resultant indices 
served to support this hypothesis. I t  was found that within the UM and 
AM groups, the naive participants seldomly voted the confederate to the 
position of observer. In contrast, OM groups nominated the confederate 
for the observer position in a large number of instances. The results 
further indicated a s ignificant two-way interaction of manning and role. 
The likelihood of the confederate receiving observer nominations was 
low in the UM-deviate, UM-mode, AM-deviate, AM-mode, and OM-mode condi­
tions, while in the OM-deviate condition there was a fa ir ly  strong ten­
dency for the confederate to be nominated for an observer position.
Thus, as expected, the deviate was incorporated into the group in a ll  
settings except the overmanned setting. In the overmanned groups she 
was ostracized to a position of non-participation for the emission of 
deviant behavior. In contrast, modes were accepted and voted to an
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active participating role in a l l  degrees of manning.
Other dependent variables linked to the hypothesis that re la t ive ly  
overmanned groups tend to u t i l iz e  vetoing mechanisms, were the votes the 
confederate received for driver, the number of votes she received for 
crewmember, the composite voting score, and the frequency of the con­
federate receiving a majority (2 or more) of votes for the observer 
position.
The results showed that when deviating, a confederate seldom 
received votes for the driver position. In contrast, when taking a 
modal position, she often was nominated for the position of driver.
I f  driving is construed as the most central position, the present results 
support the notion that deviates w il l  be more susceptible to being voted 
to a less central role.
Although the interaction of role x manning had no significant effect  
on the likelihood of being voted to a crewmember position, each variable 
independently exerted a main effect on this dependent variable. The 
results indicated that a confederate in the AM condition received a sig­
n if ican tly  greater number of nominations for crewmember, than when p a r t i ­
cipating in OM settings. Thus, i t  appears that AM groups attempt to 
incorporate the confederate into the group to a greater degree than OM 
groups. With regard to the main effect of ro le , modes were found to 
receive fewer votes for crewmember than deviates. At face value, this 
finding might be interpreted as a deviation from the main hypothesis.
But i f  one considers that the modes were voted to the driver position a 
large percentage of the time while very few deviates received such votes, 
i t  appears to be a reasonable finding. In order to better interpret
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this finding the variable of composite voting score was created. The 
confederate received a considerably higher composite score, indicative 
of more central positioning, when taking the modal role as compared to 
when she deviated. Thus, the present interpretation of why deviates 
received more votes for crewmember than modes appears to have some sub­
stantiation.
The dependent variable defined as receiving a majority of votes for 
observer was found to be affected by the level of manning. The OM set­
ting was the only one in which a majority of persons nominated the con­
federate for the observer position. This supports the hypothesis that 
groups with re la t iv e ly  greater degrees of manning w il l  u t i l iz e  vetoing 
mechanisms to a greater extent. In contrast, the majority of voters 
always sought to incorporate the confederate into the group within the 
UM and AM settings.
An additional factor, about which no in i t ia l  hypotheses were made, 
was the degree of perceived discrepancy between other naive subjects in 
the groups, and the experimental accomplices. The results indicated that 
when taking the modal position, a confederate was perceived as very 
similar to the naive participants. In contrast, a confederate taking a 
deviant role was perceived in generally more negative terms ( i . e . ,  less 
helpful, less likeable, less sincere, and more deviant). When a ll  
factors were combined to form an index of total discrepancy, the same 
tendency of viewing deviants as more discrepant was found,
This overall perception of discrepancy was related to the composite 
voting score of the confederate. As might be expected, the confederate 
viewed as more discrepant attained a lower score than those perceived as
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less discrepant.
F ina lly , there was a two-way interaction between role and dis­
crepancy on the composite score. I t  appears that perceived discrepancy 
had no effect on the accomplice's composite score when she took the role 
of deviate, but when taking the modal role she obtained s ign ificantly  
lower composite scores when viewed as discrepant, as opposed to when she 
was perceived as similar.
Thus, i t  appears that deviation along a specific dimension leads 
other members in the setting to exhibit stimulus generalization. That 
is ,  being discrepant on one specific topic increases the propensity to 
generalize that the individual is d ifferent on a number of other unrelated 
t ra i ts .  As Festinger (1964) has suggested, an in i t ia l  commitment to an 
evaluation may lead the observer to be more concerned with congruity 
rather than accuracy. Although this generalization is not guaranteed by 
a discrete act of deviancy, i t  w il l  consistently lead to being ostracized 
from central group positions. This reasoning is supported by the composite 
voting score of the deviates not being effected by discrepancy, while the 
score of the modes was s ign ificantly  effected.
In general, the present study has gathered support for a number of
*
Barker's (1960) original assumptions, while fa il in g  to do so for others.
But more importantly, i t  is among the in i t ia l  supportive evidence for 
the contention that re la t iv e ly  OM groups tend to employ vetoing mech­
anisms to a greater extent than lesser manned groups. Or conversely, 
re la t iv e ly  UM groups tend to u t i l iz e  deviation-countering mechanisms to 
a greater extent than groups in OM settings.
Although a modicum of previous research has been concerned with the
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same issue, the present study was not confined to a comparison of large 
versus small organizations. Controlled laboratory research seemed 
imperative since previous results may have been confounded by organiza­
tional size. Although the present study does not present unequivocal 
evidence that results of other studies were not due to organizational 
size, i t  does tend to bolster the v a lid ity  of the conclusions they have 
drawn.
The present study also provides a good deal of support for the con­
tention that OM settings tend to u t i l iz e  vetoing mechanisms, rather than 
deviation-countering mechanisms u ti l ize d  by lesser manned settings.
Although both mechanisms produce a certain degree of the desired behavior, 
they have d iffe re n tia l impacts on setting inhabitants. In UM settings 
the goal is to atta in  uniformity without standardization of less salient  
behavior and ideas. In settings characterized by OM, the tendency is 
toward absolute standardization or rejection. Therefore, i t  is apparent 
that UM settings exhibit a considerably greater degree of tolerance than 
overmanned settings.
Such findings would seem to have a number of implications for organi­
zational settings. For instance, UM settings would apparently be more 
l ik e ly  to satisfy job security needs than OM settings. In the OM setting  
the individual employee is l ik e ly  to witness a number of vetoing mechanisms 
e lic ite d  by marginal degrees of behavioral discrepancy, while occupants 
within UM settings w il l  observe deviation-countering mechanisms in reac­
tion to the same behavior. This w ill  probably lead to a greater degree 
of job security among those individuals in the undermanned environment.
This higher level of security may become manifested by higher motivation
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or job satisfaction, since Herzberg, Mausner, Peterson, and Capwell 
(1957) have found job security to be the most important factor to non- 
managerial employees. Although they have not demonstrated smaller 
organizations to be re la t iv e ly  undermanned nor posited the same security 
moderator, Porter and Lawler (1965) have reported that smaller organiza­
tional units have a higher level of job satisfaction.
Consideration of these implications would seem imperative to those 
individuals concerned with organizational structure. Their proper 
application of undermanning theory could possibly avoid wasted training  
and so lic ita tion  expenditures, due to excessive employee turnover.
In another vein, the UM setting closely parallels the work setting  
which has been enriched or enlarged. The term, job enrichment, denotes 
the addition of more responsibility to the job, while, enlargement, refers 
to increasing the number of operations performed (Meyers, 1968). The 
undermanning manipulation most l ik e ly  u til izes  both enrichment and enlarge­
ment since i t  is adding more tasks and responsibility to each job.
Greenberg (1979, in press) has also equated strategies of job enrichment 
with the assumptions of behavior setting theory. He has posited that in 
addition to seeking corresponding goals ( i . e . ,  lower absenteeism, lower 
turnover, and higher quality  production), both operations seek to e l i c i t  
these behavioral manifestations by lowering the ra tio  of personnel to 
tasks. The major distinction between the two approaches is in the way 
this ratio  is reduced. Undermanning theory would seek to suppress the 
personnel-task ra tio  by reducing the number of personnel, while enrich­
ment strategies would manipulate the ra tio  by assigning more and varied 
tasks.
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Results of the present study seem to implicate that an additional 
corresponding goal for the two interventions is to increase the propen­
s ity  to u t i l iz e  deviation-countering mechanisms, accompanied by a lesser 
tendency to employ vetoing mechanisms. This would hopefully lead to an 
increase in tolerance for other setting members followed by an increase 
in additional desired work behaviors.
By interpreting undermanning in this perspective, a good deal of 
supportive evidence is gathered for its  u t i l i t y .  Lawler (1969),
Biganne and Stewart (1963), and Ford (1969) have a ll  reported job en­
richment to have a positive effect on behavior. Closely coinciding 
with these studies of enrichment and enlargement, undermanning theory 
does not address positive effects on the sheer quantity o f production, 
Rather, a l l  three interventions contribute to the quality of the product 
and the subjective experiences involved. In l ig h t of Lawler's (1969) 
conclusion that both enrichment and enlargement are required procedures, 
i t  would appear that undermanning is the more parsimonious approach.
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Appendix A 
Diagrams of three conditions of manning









Note: B = Barrier
Appendix B 
Analysis of Variance Summary Tables
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Total 59 57.96 0.98
Manning (M) 2 7 .74 3.87 4.78*
Role (R) 1 1.79 1.79 2.19
MR 2 4.48 2.24 2.75
Residual 54 43.95 0.81
*£  < .01
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Subjects' 









Total 59 117.34 1.99
Manning (M) 2 19.88 9.94
*
6.00
Role (R) 1 6.48 6.48 3.91
MR 2 1.50 0.75 0.45
Residual 54 89.48 1.66
Y <  - o i
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Groups' 









Total 59 74.58 1.26
Manning (M) 2 12.35 6.18 5.62*
Role (R) 1 2.12 2.12 1.93
MR 2 0.72 0.36 1.20
Residual 54 59.39 1.10
*£  < .01
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Groups' 









Total 59 49.00 0.83
Manning (M) 2 1.90 0.95 1.40
Role (R) 1 9.60 9.60 14.16*
MR 2 0.90 0.45 0.66
Residual 54 36.60 0.68
*£  < .001
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Groups' 









Total 59 53.60 0.91
Manning (M) 2 8.40 4.20 5.76*
Role (R) 1 5.40 5.40 7.40*
MR 2 0.40 0.20 0.27
Residual 54 39.40 0.73
*£  < .01
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Composite Voting 









Total 59 85.60 1.45
Manning (M) 2 2.80 1.40 1.21
Role (R) 1 15.00 15.00 12.94*
MR 2 5.20 2.60 2.24
Residual 54 62.60 1.16
*£  < ,001
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Majority  










Total 59 3.73 0.06
Manning (M) 2 0.53 0.27 4.80
Role (R) 1 0.07 0.07 1.20
MR 2 0.13 0.07 1.20
Residual 54 3.00 0.06
*£■< .01
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Discrepancy 









Total 59 61.02 1.03
Manning (M) 2 0.85 0.43 0.42
Role (R) 1 4.62 4,62 4.55*
MR 2 0.68 0.34 0.34
Residual 54 54.87 1.02
* £ <  .05
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Discrepancy 
































*£  < .01
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Discrepancy 









Total 59 36.69 0.62
Manning (M) 2 0.62 0,31 0.52
Role (R) 1 2.20 2.20 3.71*
MR 2 1.86 0.93 1.57
Residual 54 32.00 0.59
*£  < .05
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Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Total Discrepancy 









Total 59 147.27 2.46
Manning (M) 2 0.64 0.32 0.19
Role (R) 1 51.16 51.16 29.79*
MR 2 0.75 0.37 0.22
Residual 54 92.73 1.72
*£  < .001
Appendix C 
Questionnaire
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The following statements are concerned with your opinions and views concerning the 
practice sessions. For each item, please check the space which most closely defines 
your view and opinion.
Overall, I 
worked hard












1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Overall, I was 
not personally
















I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Overall, I 
played an im­
unimportant role 












tion of the task
Overall, I 
expended a
1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 O verall, I did 
not expend much
great deal 










O verall, the 
performance of
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Overall, the 
performance of
the task was 










the task was not 














On the following scales, please rate the other group members on the following 
dimensions (leave your member le tte r  blank). Place the appropriate number 
corresponding to the scale point in the space provided.









Member: A B C D
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Member: A B C D









Member: A B C D









Member: A B C D









Member: A B C D









Member: A B C D
Below are four ballots which no one other than I w ill view. Please check ( / )  
the position which you would like the other three group members to hold, as 
well as yourself. Note that you may vote for more than one person for each 
position.
Member A Driver Crew member Observer____
Member B Driver Crew member Observer
Member C Dri ver Crewmember Observer
Member D Dri ver Crew member Observer
Appendix D 
Debriefing
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Before you begin the task, I  would like  you to answer a few 
questions.
1. How do you feel about this task, do you feel that i t  is an 
interesting task?
2. How confident are you that you can achieve the exact number of 
laps which your group has predicted?
3. How did your group come to a consensus?
4. Was there anyone in the group that you f e l t  detracted from 
coming to a consensus? I f  so, who?
5.- Would your votes concerning the positions have changed i f  a ll  
members had been in agreement?
6. Would the group prediction have changed i f  the number of bar­
riers were increased/decreased?
7. Would your responses to the questionnaire have been any d i f ­
ferent i f  the number of barriers had been increased/decreased?
8. Would you have rather been responsible for the removal of a 
greater/lesser number of barriers?
9. What do you think were the relevant factors which I am con­
cerned with (number of laps, subjective perceptions of the task, 
who you voted into certain jobs and why, the number of barriers, 
the time i t  took to reach a consensus, etc.)?
10. In achieving a consensus, do you feel that i t  was a true con­
sensus, or did the majority vote down any dissension?
11. I f  there was any disagreement concerning the actual prediction, 
did you stick with your own prediction or did you sway in the 
direction of the dissenter(s)?
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12. Do you have any ideas as to what the experiment is actually  
concerned with?
After going over these questions, the subjects were informed that:
Due to time considerations you w il l  not actually perform the task 
a second time. Instead, the prize money w il l  be awarded on the basis of 
a lo ttery . When a l l  groups have performed the task, we w il l  randomly 
determine which group is to receive the prize money. At that time you 
w ill  be notified by mail i f  your group is chosen.
At this time, I would like  to thank you for your cooperation and 
participation in this study. Please do not avow any information con­
cerning the experiment to any other students, since i t  may effect th e ir  
naivete concerning the study and ultimately the actual results.
Appendix E 
Dependent variable means
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